DOES MY DESIGN PROJECT
NEED A STRATEGY?
Say you’ve got a product — it’s an app, a website, or something
in-between. You want to improve the way it looks, the way it
communicates its message, or the experience it provides — maybe
you even need to improve all three.

new clients at Viget. To that end, we’ve created this “strategy
decision tree” to help us determine whether the core problem calls
for a strategy solution, or a solution that focuses mainly on visual
design.

You know you’ve got a design problem, but how do you decide
whether the solution requires a new brand strategy, a new content
strategy, or just a clear-cut visual redesign?

It also touches on the level of effort clients will need to invest and
the benefits they can expect from each approach.

Answering this question is one of our top priorities when we talk to

To start, here’s how we’ve been defining some of the differences
between strategy and visual design:

BR AN D S TR ATEGY

C O NT E NT ST R AT E GY

V I S UA L D E S I GN

How you communicate, in a clear and
compelling way, who you are, what you
do, and why.

Your method for creating, organizing, and
maintaining your content so that it’s
intuitively accessible, and reinforces what
you’re communicating about who you are,
what you do, and why.

How you leverage visual elements and
layout to communicate a specific tactical
message, emotion, or idea.

L E T ’ S G E T S TA R T E D :

DO YOU WANT TO FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGE THE WAY YOU
TALK ABOUT WHO YOU ARE, WHAT YOU DO, AND WHY?
YES

NO

Then you do want a new brand strategy

Then you don’t want a new brand strategy

G R E AT !

Do you want to change your content so it
better aligns with the way you currently talk
about who you are, what you do, and why?

You’ll need to be ready to:
• Rewrite and redesign a good portion of
your content
• Navigate the internal tension and pushback that a significant strategy change
can create

YES

NO

Then you do want a new content strategy

Then you don’t want a new content strategy

• Commit to maintaining the new strategy
for the long-term

When it’s done, you’ll be able to:
• Communicate with your audience in a
new and compelling way
• Make content and functionality

G R E AT !

decisions based on a governing

Do you want to improve the way your site
looks, but keep the substance of your content — what it says, how is says it, and how
it’s organized — the same?

strategic vision
• Deliberately plan the structure of your

You’ll need to be ready to:

content to reinforce who you are, what
• Explain your current brand strategy — how

you do, and why

you talk about who you are, what you do,
and why
• Completely reimagine the structure and

DO YOU STI L L WA NT I T?

organization of your content
• Cut, edit, and rewrite a portion of your
content, and draft additional content as

YES

NO

Then what you want

Well, if none of these
solutions sound
right, you might try
perusing our
services page for
some other options:
viget.com/services

needed
• NOTE: If you can’t explain your existing

NO
YES

brand strategy, you may actually need a
new brand strategy

is a visual redesign
(aka a “re-skin”)

When it’s done, you’ll be able to:
• Use the structure and organization of
your site to clearly convey who you are

Perfect. A great brand strategy provides the
foundational thinking for effective content
strategy and visual design. Looking for an
agency partner to help you get you started?

and what your audience should expect
from you

• More efficiently and elegantly direct
your audience to the information you

G R E AT !

have to offer

• Add new content to your site in a
systematic way that promotes discovery
and prevents bloat

You’ll need to be ready to:
• Examine the problems you want to solve,
and make sure those problems have
design solutions

DO YOU STILL WANT IT?

•

For example, if your site is too
crowded, dark, dated, fussy,
aggressive, or plain — those are
problems that have design solutions

•

NO

If your site doesn’t properly explain
who you are, or is organized in a way
that doesn’t accurately reflect what you
do, those are problems that require
brand or content strategy solutions

YES
When it’s done, you’ll be able to:

Excellent. Thoughtful, well-planned content
strategy provides the best framework for
smart visual design. Interested in meeting a
team that can help you begin?

• Showcase a site that feels more modern,
open, and clean — or whatever your
design solution requires
• Maintain and add new pages to your updated site using a style kit and a set of
design guidelines

DO YOU STILL WANT IT?

YES

NO

Splendid. Need
someone to help you
execute it?

No worries, these
aren't easy decisions
to make. For a little
more information,
check out our recent
webinar:
bit.ly/VigetWebinar

Hi, we’re Viget.
We work to accurately discern the problems our clients are experiencing so we can develop the most innovative and
effective solutions possible. Have an unsolvable problem or audacious idea? We’d love to hear about it: viget.com/contact
Let’s get to work.

